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Cricket world praise Pakistan’s 
ten-wicket Mohammad Abbas

DHAKA: Bangladesh captain Mashrafe Mortaza
warned his players against complacency ahead of the
start of a one day series against outsiders Zimbabwe
today. Zimbabwe go into Sunday’s game in Dhaka as
whipping boys of international cricket after losing
every match during a recent tour of South Africa.

The visitors have not won a one day international
in Bangladesh since 2010.  “If we win everyone will
say this is what should have happened. But if we lose
they will take it differently,” said Mortaza, whose
team are seventh in the world rankings against
Zimbabwe’s 11th.

“It can create pressure at the back of the mind. It’s
not as though we have never lost to Zimbabwe.”
Mortaza said the three match series-with two more
50 over games in Chittagong on Wednesday and
Friday-would be doubly important as Bangladesh
have only four more series to prepare for next year’s
World Cup in England.

“They have almost all their senior players back and
outside Zimbabwe they have the best record in
Bangladesh. So we have to give 100 per cent,” he
said. An eight-wicket loss in Friday’s warm-up against
a Bangladesh Cricket Board XI did not help the visi-
tors’ morale, but Zimbabwe captain Hamilton
Masakadza insisted his side was not despondent.

“We didn’t have a great time in South Africa or in
the match yesterday. But the main thing is to focus on
tomorrow and to focus on the tour and what we have
come to achieve,” he said. “We can only go up from
where we are and we are really looking forward to
this. The guys are upbeat.” — AFP

Bangladesh nervous
of Zimbabwe upset
in one-day series

I see a new number one Test bowler coming: Steyn
ABU DHABI: Pakistan’s newest wicket hunter
Mohammad Abbas was showered with praise yesterday
after rocking Australia with 17 wickets in the two Tests
in Abu Dhabi. The 28-year-old right arm pacer took his
maiden ten-wicket haul, with 10-95 (5-33 and 5-62) in
the second match for Pakistan’s biggest win of 373 runs
in all Test cricket on Friday.

The unassuming pacer had taken seven wickets in
the drawn first Test in Dubai, finishing with 17 to earn
the man-of-the-series award. Since his international
arrival Abbas has been the toast of Pakistan’s Test
attack. He became the first Pakistani fast bowler to take
ten wickets in a Test since Mohammad Asif did so
against Sri Lanka at Kandy in 2006. Dale Steyn tweet-
ed Abbas can rise to number one, a rank South African
paceman held for many years. 

“I see a new number 1 Test bowler coming... Abbas,”
Steyn, who could be on the opposing side when
Pakistan start a Test series in South Africa in December.

Former England batsman Michael Vaughan tweeted:
“Having watched Abbas now for over a year ... I have
decided he would get me out every time within about 6
balls ... The type of bowler i would poop my pants
about ... Thought I would let you all know ...,” he tweet-
ed. Abbas took nine wickets in Ireland’s inaugural Test
at Malahide before taking ten in two Tests against
England on Pakistan’s tour in May-June this year.

Abbas’s countrymen and legendary pace duo of
Wasim Akram and Waqar Younis were also impressed.

“Awesome, Accurate and Advancing ... Abbas .. he
bowled brilliant lengths to take ten wickets in the
match.. congrats young man... you have miles to go and
I am convinced you will continue rising to become one
of the best.. all the best,” tweeted Wasim. While Waqar,
also a former Pakistan coach, tweeted: “Most admirable
thing about Abbas’s bowling is his simple plans ,, He’s
always ready for all kinds of challenges... Great spell of
bowling on a dead pitch.” Australia’s bowling coach
David Saker admitted Abbas surprised his team.

“Abbas is so accurate with the ball, and obviously
our preparation was more spin-oriented so we’ve been
taken by surprise by the pacer,” tweeted Saker.

Pakistan coach Mickey Arthur told AFO that Abbas
“is a sensational bowler”. “He has the ability to control
the run rate and to build pressure, he doesn’t bowl bad
alls. “Abbas has his feet on the ground, has an outstand-
ing work ethic and will go from strength to strength to
become one of the world’s best.”  Abbas revealed his
goal is to reach the top.

“I want to be world number one bowler,” Abbas told
AFP yesterday. “It is good to hear encouraging words
from the greats of the game like Steyn, Vaughan and the
two Ws. It gives you happiness but also adds a bit of
pressure.” —AFP

ABU DHABI: Pakistan cricketer Mohammad Abbas (L) celebrates after dismissing Australian cricketer Travis
Head during day four of the second Test match between Australia and Pakistan at Sheikh Zayed stadium in Abu
Dhabi on Friday. —AFP

PALLEKELE: England beat Sri Lanka by 18 runs via
the Duckworth Lewis method in the rain-marred fourth
one-day international yesterday to take an unassailable
3-0 lead in the five-match series.

Chasing a target of 274 at the Pallekele International
Cricket Stadium, England were comfortably placed at
132 for two after 27 overs when rain forced the players
off. No further play was possible in the penultimate
match of the series and England were 18 runs ahead at
that stage under the scoring method governing such
rain-shortened fixtures.

England’s test captain Joe Root was unbeaten on 32
at the crease with his ODI counterpart Eoin Morgan 31
not out, the duo adding a crucial 56 for the unbroken
third-wicket partnership to keep their team ahead of
the run rate. Sri Lanka had a chance to break the stand
when Root was caught at short fine leg off spinner
Dhananjaya de Silva but the delivery was called illegal
by the umpire as the hosts had more fielders outside
the 30-yard circle than permitted.

Sri Lanka spinner Akila Dananjaya dismissed opener
Jason Roy for an attacking 45 off 49 deliveries and Alex
Hales for 12 but the hosts made no further inroads.
Earlier, half-centuries from opener Niroshan Dickwella
and middle-order batsman Dasun Shanaka and some
useful contributions from the lower order helped Sri
Lanka to 273-7 after being put in to bat.

Dickwella hit a 70-ball 52 and with captain Dinesh
Chandimal laid the foundation for Sri Lanka’s innings
with a second-wicket partnership of 70 runs. But the
hosts slipped against the off-spin of Moeen Ali and leg
spinner Adil Rashid, losing three wickets for 13 runs to
be reduced to 102-4.

Shanaka then launched Sri Lanka’s counter-attack,
taking the aerial route to hit the spinners for sixes and
fours. He added 52 for the fifth wicket with Dhananjaya
de Silva to start Sri Lanka’s recovery.

The 27-year-old hit five sixes and four boundaries in
his run-a-ball innings before getting run out. All-
rounder Thisara Perera made 44 off 41 balls as he and
Shanaka added 58 for the sixth wicket. He then shared
56 runs with Akila Dananjaya who made 32 not out off
26 balls. The fifth and final one-dayer will be played in
Colombo on Tuesday.—Reuters

KANDY: England cricketer Joe Root is watched by Sri Lankan wicketkeeper Niroshan Dickwella as he plays a
shot during the fourth one day international (ODI) cricket match between Sri Lanka and England at the
Pallekele International Cricket Stadium in Kandy yesterday. — AFP

England win 
rain-marred fourth
ODI to bag series

LOS ANGELES: The Milwaukee Brewers
staged an early onslaught to set up a 7-2
victory over the Los Angeles Dodgers to
level their National League Championship
Series here Friday and force a decisive
game seven. Jesus Aguilar, Mike Moustakas
and Erik Kratz all drove in first innings runs
as the Dodgers’ South Korean pitcher Ryu
Hyun-jin turned in his worst performance of
the 2018 season at just the wrong time.
Brewers manager Craig Counsell said his
team had benefited from the deafening sup-
port inside Milwaukee’s Miller Park Arena.

Aguilar’s early hit “lifted the roof off the
place,” Counsell said. “The first inning was
loud from then on,” Counsell added. “The
rest of the game, whenever we got in a scor-
ing situation it got really loud. And I thought
it helped us.”

The Dodgers-fresh from wins in game
four and five-had hoped to lock up a return
to the World Series at Miller Park on Friday
as they aim to end a 30-year drought for
the coveted baseball crown.

The visitors got off to a dream start
when leadoff hitter David Freese smashed a
402-feet homer to right center field to give

them a 1-0 first inning lead. But the Brewers
hit back with a devastating burst of scoring
in the bottom of the first which ultimately
decided the game.

Dodgers starter Ryu never looked com-
fortable in the face of an aggressive
onslaught from the home side who got
Lorenzo Cain and Ryan Braun on base
either side of outs from Christian Yelich and
Travis Shaw.

The arrival of first baseman Aguilar to
the plate marked the opening of the flood-
gates, the Venezuelan lashing a double to
right field which brought home Cain and
Braun. Third baseman Moustakas then piled
on the agony for Ryu, opening his at bat
with a double to right field to score Aguilar
and make it 3-1.

It got worse for Ryu immediately after-
wards when veteran catcher Kratz drove to
right field to allow Moustakas to cross
home plate for a 4-1 lead as Miller Park
erupted once again. By the time Ryu finally
claimed his third and final out of the first
inning he had conceded four earned runs-
more than he had given up in any previous
start in 2018.

The Dodgers then left Chris Taylor
stranded on third base in the top of the sec-
ond as Brewers starter Wade Miley shut
down the visitors offense once more. The
Brewers then picked up where they left off
in the first, aggressively going after Ryu and
quickly extending their lead.

Yelich doubled to right field and then
Braun drove in another double to make it 5-
1 as Ryu looked on aghast. The Dodgers

pulled a run back in the fifth inning when
Freese’s double allowed pinch hitter Brian
Dozier to score to make it 5-2.

But the Dodgers hopes of mounting a
rally ran into a brick wall in the shape of
Corey Knebel and Jeremy Jeffress. The
Brewers then extended their lead when a
wild pitch from Dodgers reliever Kenta
Maeda flew past catcher Yasmani Grandal
to allow Aguilar to score and hand the hosts

a 6-2 lead. Aguilar again punished the
Dodgers in the eighth, finding a gap to
score Lorenzo Cain and all but guarantee
victory before Corbin Burnes rapidly dis-
posed of Joc Pederson, Yasiel Puig and Matt
Kemp to wrap up the win.

Game seven takes place in Milwaukee
today, with the Dodgers looking to rookie
Walker Buehler to resurrect their World
Series dream. —AFP

MILWAUKEE: Orlando Arcia #3 and Ryan Braun #8 of the Milwaukee Brewers cele-
brate after defeating the Los Angeles Dodgers in Game Six of the National League
Championship Series at Miller Park on Friday in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. — AFP

Brewers rout
Dodgers to 
force decider

ABU DHABI: Head coach Justin Langer yesterday
urged his batsmen to use their feet in Test matches fol-
lowing his side’s 373-run defeat against Pakistan, to
lose the two-Test series 1-0. Australian batting folded
for 145 and 164 in the second Test in Abu Dhabi with
none of the batsmen reaching half centuries against
some accurate seam bowling by Pakistan’s Mohammad
Abbas, who finished with ten wickets in the match.

In contrast, Australia put up a great fight in the first
Test to avert defeat in Dubai, with Usman Khawaja
knocking a match saving 141 and 85, Aaron Finch scor-
ing 62 and 49, Travis Head 72 and skipper Tim Paine 61
not out.

Langer, himself a batsman of great repute, said feet
movement is important. “You talk about the great
Australian players they moved their feet like boxers,
every one of them,” said Langer, who scored 7696 runs
in 105 Tests during an illustrious career.

“They had footwork patterns and then from there
you have the skill of run-scoring ability. And it’s a really
important thing. “Even in T20 cricket or one-day and
most certainly first-class and Test cricket when the ball
starts moving around, if you don’t’ move your feet then
you’re going to come unstuck.”

Langer termed series loss as disappointing after the
first Test fightback. “I think really, a huge disappoint-
ment,” said Langer. “I thought our preparation was bril-
liant. We came into the first Test really encouraged,
really upbeat. We knew we were evenly matched with
Pakistan in terms of ages and games played.”

Langer revealed he couldn’t sleep after his team let
Pakistan off on day one of the second Test, from a pre-
carious 57-5 to 282 all out. “I didn’t sleep very well that
first night,” said Langer. “We had them 5-57, and that
night, Pakistan ended up with 282 and I know how hard
Test cricket is. —AFP

Langer urges
Australia to think
with their feet

SCOREBOARD

Sri Lanka
N. Dickwella lbw b Ali 52
S. Samarawickrama c Buttler b Woakes 1
D. Chandimal b Ali 33
K. Mendis lbw b Rashid 5
D. de Silva c Buttler b Curran 17
D. Shanaka run out 66
N. Perera run out 44
A. Dananjaya not out 32
S. Malinga not out 4
Extras (lb 10, w 9) 19
Total (7 wickets - 50 overs) 273
Did not bat: M. Aponso, C. Rajitha
Fall of wickets: 1-19 (Samarawickrama, 4.2 ov), 2-89
(Chandimal, 18.5 ov), 3-102 (Dickwella, 22.5 ov), 4-102 (Mendis,
23.1 ov), 5-154 (de Silva, 34.2 ov), 6-212 (Shanaka, 42.1 ov), 7-
268 (Perera, 49.5 ov)

Bowling: Woakes 10-0-45-1, Stone 7-0-50-0, Curran 9-1-50-
1, Ali 10-0-55-2, Rashid 10-0-36-1, Stokes 4-0-27-0.

England
J. Roy lbw b Dananjaya 45
A. Hales st Dickwella b Dananjaya 12
J. Root not out 32
E. Morgan not out 31
Extras (b 8, nb 1, w 3) 12
Total: (27 overs - 2 wickets) 132
Did not bat: B. Stokes, J. Buttler, M. Ali, C. Woakes, T. Curran, A.
Rashid, O. Stone
Fall of wickets: 1-52 (Hales, 9.1 ov), 2-76 (Roy, 15.4 ov)
Bowling: Malinga 5-0-15-0, Aponso 6-0-37-0, Rajitha 5-0-
27-0, Dananjaya 7-0-27-2, de Silva 4-0-18-0.
England won by 18 runs under Duckworth Lewis Stern run rate rule
England lead five match series 3-0

Scoreboard from the fourth one day international between Sri Lanka and England in Kandy yesterday:


